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Abstract 
As the society has put more emphasis on quality education, this trig-
gers demand for reckoning up the teaching effectiveness through student ap-
praisal/rating; however, some professors fret over the accuracy of this mea-
sure. It results that a wide range of statistical techniques has been used 
to investigate how external and internal factors influence the judgement of 
students. 
Complexity arises when it comes to exactly quantifying and comparing 
teaching effectiveness among teachers/schools. This study proposes three 
approaches (raw score approach, indicator approach and residual approach) 
to obtain different sets of instructor rank order. Meanwhile, five regression 
models (linear model at individual level, linear model at aggregate level, lo-
gistic model, mixed-effect model, and the multilevel model) are used to serve 
different variable types (such as, data on an ordinal scale) and data struc-
ture (such as, hierarchical data). Under each regression model, instructors 
are placed in order according to the three strategies: raw score, indicator 
and residual. All the resulting rank orders are compared among each other 
through the use of Spearman correlation coefficient. 
Keywords: Ordinal data; hierarchical data; Linear regression at individual 
level; Linear regression at aggregate level; Logistic regression; Mixed-effect 
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As the society has put more emphasis on quality education, this triggers 
demand for reckoning up the teaching effectiveness, particularly in higher 
education. Teaching appraisal appears ubiquitous in post-secondary insti-
tutes. For example, Bigger et al. (1997) scrutinized the situation in Aus-
tralia where every university student when graduating from his/her program 
is asked to complete a 'course experience questionnaire'. Based on the ques-
tionnaire, the government annually publishes 'The Good Universities Guide 
to Australian Universities' to unveil the teaching quality brought by each 
institute of higher education. Unfortunately, its finding receives many criti-
cisms in the Australian higher education arena. The main concern encircles 
the strategy of aggregating students' data to formulate university averages 
and garnering impressions of individual teaching to represent the departmen-
tal performance. 
The most mechanism prevalent to assess instructors' teaching effective-
ness is student rating; however, some professors fret over the accuracy of stu-
dents' appraisal which is simply through darkening ovals on a Scantron form 
(Periollo, 2000). On the other hand, the psychological impact on teachers is 
another concern. If a teacher has already been worried about the outcome 
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of student rating and unveils that he/she has been given an unsatisfactory 
teaching performance score, this is analogous to a confirmation with the im-
pression that his/her teaching bores his students. The resulting frustration 
will absolutely subdue the motivation and enthusiasm of this teacher in im-
proving his pedagogy (McKeachie, 1997). 
Responding to the rigorous debate about the appropriateness of this mea-
sure, many researches attempt to substantiate the preciseness of instrument 
used for measuring teaching practices. A wide range of statistical techniques 
has been employed in order to establish valid judgments about teaching ef-
fectiveness based on data collected from questionnaire filled by students. For 
example, Mayer (1999) used the test-retest reliability to measure the stability 
of teachers' teaching practices between the two waves of survey data collected 
four months apart. He also utilized the correlation coefficient to measure the 
relationship between results of survey data and those obtained from class-
room observations. The resulting reliability of 0.69 and the correlation of 0.85 
indicated the existence of stable teaching performance. Other than focusing 
on the stability of teaching performance, Delli et al. (1999) investigated six 
different dimensions of instructor performance (namely, learning, enthusiasm, 
organization, group interaction, individual rapport and breadth). As usual, 
questionnaires were used but the purposes of the exercise as explained at 
the beginning of the questionnaires varied in three versions (namely, control 
-for general purpose, formative - for course improvement and summative -
for personnel decisions). Through using discriminate analysis, they studied 
how the relationship of these dimensions responded to each situation. Yet, 
no particular pattern was observed. 
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Some studies are based on the context of Hong Kong. For instance, 
Kwan (1999) examined the influences of contextual effects, including acad-
emic discipline, class size, level of course, mode of study and type of course 
requirement, on student ratings through multivariate analysis of variance. 
He reached a conclusion that the impact of instructional contexts on student 
ratings was tremendous, which in turn affected the absolute ratings assigned 
to the individual teachers. Further, Cheung (2000), using structural equation 
modeling, has conducted a recent study to explore a number of latent factors 
that seems to be influential to student assessment on teaching effectiveness. 
These factors have been tracked down to four first-order factors (student de-
velopment, assessment, learning materials and face-to-face component) and 
a second-order factor (general factor). His model suggests the existence of 
iniiltidimensioriality in student rating, which covers the four first-order fac-
tors, and the presence of a single second-order factor. At the same time, 
based on multilevel modeling, Ting (2000) has evaluated how the student-
，teacher-, class- and course-level variables separately and concurrently act 
upon student rating on teachers' performance, which is measured on a contin-
uous scale. He reveals that lecturers' teaching experience, organization skills 
and number of publications are not prominent to student rating. Students 
in elective courses show the highest satisfaction with lecturing performance, 
followed by those in required courses and then those in general education 
courses. Class attendance rate reflecting class participation is conducive to 
the level of satisfaction with lecturing performance. 
Our focus has only been made on how internal and external factors influ-
ence student rating. Complicity arises when it comes to comparing teaching 
effectiveness among teachers or schools. Three approaches elaborated as fol-
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lows seem to solve the problem. 
1.1 Raw score approach 
In response to the trend of evaluating school teaching effectiveness, govern-
ment authority tends to report students' examination scores of each given 
teacher or school to represent the quality the teacher or school delivers. Even 
though this strategy seems to be straight forward, it is vulnerable. Sammons 
(1999) pointed out that publicizing 'raw' score result as a guide to the quality 
of school is misleading. In turn, vicious public comparisons among institu-
tions should be avoided. 
1.2 Residual approach 
Different from the raw score approach is the residual approach. Hall and Kl-
itgaard (1973), who attempted to identify the evidence for unusually effective 
schools in Michigan, are one of the pioneer experts in the area to avoid direct 
comparison among schools. They collected students' examination scores and 
fitted these scores onto some school variables, such as pupil-teacher ratio and 
proportion of teachers over 5 years' experience. Then, their attention turned 
to residuals generated by the regression line after model fitting. Through 
plotting the histogram of residuals and calculating the discrepancy of each 
given residual from the overall residual mean, they discovered some evidence 
of outstanding schools existing in the region. 
Similarly, Hill and Richardson (2000) conducted a research in Hong Kong 
to develop performance indicators for evaluating value-added improvement 
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of primary and secondary students' academic performance. The value-added 
measurement here was indeed the model residual obtained from the regres-
sion line fitting students' Hong Kong Certificate of Education Examination 
score onto their own academic aptitude index scores assessed in Primary 6. 
The value-added scores for a given subject within a school were found to 
be fairly steady over time. The researchers also suggested using confidence 
interval to accompany each value-added estimate to indicate the degree of 
uncertainty. 
1.3 Indicator approach 
Another proposal that seems to be capable of differentiating teaching effec-
tiveness of teachers or schools from each other is the use of indicators. Coded 
as either zero or one, a list of indicators representing a group of teachers or 
schools can be injected into the regression model. If a study involves with q 
teachers, the regression model will treat the ^ t h teacher as the baseline and 
then include q — 1 indicators. After model fitting, a coefficient estimate is 
assigned to each of these indicators, based on which we can conduct compar-
ison among teachers or schools. 
1.4 Overview 
This thesis studies a data set of student rating on teaching effectiveness, 
whose background is to be explained in details in Chapter 2. Five regression 
models, as presented in Chapter 3，will relate student rating to a number 
of variables associated with teaching performance. Under each regression 
model, the writer will rate and compare the performances of teachers based 
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Spanning from September 1998 to April 2000 and involving with 11 instruc-
tors and 48 classes, this study used data gathered from the course evaluation 
exercise done at the end of each semester by 1451 Statistics undergraduate 
students at the Chinese University of Hong Kong. The course evaluation 
questionnaire inquires into students' learning manner, as well as their opin-
ion towards various aspects of course design and lecturing performance. The 
scale for items seeking information concerning the course and the teacher is 
on an ordinal scale ranging from one to six, correspondingly from strongly 
disagree to strongly agree. In addition to ratings acquired from students, the 
data set also includes some class-level and instructor-level variables, such as 
class time, level of course and instructor's status. 
In pursuit of an impartial assessment of teaching effectiveness by stu-
dents, Pratt (1997) suggested the use of 'summative' evaluation. That is, 
instead of assessing teacher's teaching performance in every single aspect, 
students should only be asked to express their overall impression. Therefore, 
as a means to holistically quantify lecturing performance, the last item in our 
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questionnaire that concerns with students' overall satisfaction with teachers' 
performance is the sole dependent variable in our analysis. Table 2.1 sum-
marizes the overall performance score of each instructor graded by his/her 
own students, based on which instructors are ranked. 
Table 2.1 Instructors ‘ overall performance score in 2 academic years (98 '-00') 
Instructor Ranking Min & max score 
2 1 [ 3,6 I 
5 2 [ 2’6 1 
9 3 [2,6] 
10 4 [ 1,6 ] 
11 5 [2,6] 
4 6 [ 2’6 ] 
7 7 [ 1,6] 
6 8 [ 1,6 ] 
3 9 [ 1,6 j 
8 10 [ 1,61 
1 11 [ 1 , 6 ] 
Before proceeding to statistical analysis in the next chapter, it is worth 
paying attention to some predictors that are composed of teacher- and class-
level attributes. The two teacher-level predictors in the data are teachers' 
gender and their status. Teachers' status is dichotomized into 1 for instruc-
tors who are substantiated and 0 for otherwise. The class-level predictors 
embrace class time, course nature, year of attendance for the majority of 
students in class, and the student attendance rate. Class natures are in 
categories of required course, elective course and general-education course. 
Students' year of attendance ranges from first to third year. To mirror stu-
dents' participation, student attendance rate is computed from the ratio of 
the number of students present in class during the course evaluation exercise 
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and the class size. Since the selection of individual predictors is not of in-





Regression modeling appears in various research contexts, such as social sci-
ence, political science, business, sociology, and education. For instance, in 
education, it is fairly common to investigate how student's academic per-
formance is related to his family's social economic status. Similarly, the 
relationship of teacher's teaching effectiveness and course nature may be of 
interest for some educators. Both of these models seem legitimate since they 
confine their analysis to variables that are collected at single level where the 
lowest-level measurements are defined as at the micro or individual level, 
arid the higher-level measurements at the macro or aggregate or group level 
(Kreft & Leeuw, 1998). 
However, it becomes problematic when researcher attempts to relate an 
individual character, such as students' performance in a test, to a group fea-
ture, such as course nature, because it is perplexing to determine at which 
level (aggregate or individual) modeling should be carried out. 
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Individual level 
Traditional regression technique that focuses only on individual student as 
the unit of analysis seems improper in a hierarchical structure, where stu-
dents are confined in different classes. Since individuals are not randomly 
allocated to classes, those with similar motivations or aptitudes are likely to 
be grouped together (Goldstein, 1999). Individual's attribute is not separated 
from his or her classmates'. Because of the existing association, assumption 
of independence among errors in classical statistical approaches, such as or-
dinary least square, cannot be held (Singer, 1987). 
Furthermore, the neglect of levels above individual level will underes-
timate the standard errors of regression coefficients. It often provides an 
over-optimistic statistical test result (Goldstein, 1997). Introducing separate 
terms for each group (class) seems to circumvent the problem. Yet, this 
remedy is inefficient in the sense that the model will incorporate many more 
coefficients and does not provide information about variation among classes 
in the population. Such model is only valid for the samples under study. 
Most often, individual students are not of particular interest. Our propen-
sity is rather to investigate and make inferences about levels that are above 
individuals (Browne et al, 2000). 
Aggregate level 
Regression at aggregate level would first compute the class average score and 
regress it on some class/group characteristics. This approach is also unsatis-
factory because averaging students' scores ignores all with-in class variation 
and thus writes off a large amount of possibly essential variance in the out-
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come. It in turn induces a 'false baseline' in model evaluation (Singer, 1987). 
Differentiation among groups is only the direct result of differential in indi-
viduals (Goldstein, 1999). 
The interpretation of any relationship that is found in the aggregate re-
gression model merely relates to classes as a whole. Drawing statement about 
individual students is described as 'ecological fallacy' (Kreft & Leeuw, 1998). 
Also, analysis finding relies heavily on model choice since ranges of mod-
els may fit the data equally well but produce extensively different estimates 
(Browne et a/.’ 2000). 
Ordinality 
Further to the consideration of levels at which regressions should be estab-
lished, another concern is on the variables that are gauged on an ordinal scale, 
which involves with an assembly of ordered categories. Especially for quanti-
fying aptitudes and opinions, ordinal scales are widespread in social science 
(e.g. Bernard et al, 1998). Because of its intrinsic ordering, ordinal data 
is sometimes considered as the projection on a continuous scale. It results 
that data treated as continuous variables is analyzed by the classical linear 
modeling. Similar to the problem found in regression at the individual-level 
where the underlying assumptions are not satisfied, regressing ordinal data 
on linear model also renders invalid presumption. McKelvey and Zavoina 
(1975) demonstrated how a linear modeling that consists of trichotomous 
variable fails to retain the assumptions of zero mean and constant variance 
in error term. 
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It is the intention of this chapter to dissect how well different modeling 
techniques tackle data, especially the dependent variable, that is spanned 
over an ordinal scale and structured in a hierarchy with two levels. Five 
different models under investigation are linear regression model at individual 
level, linear regression model at aggregate level, logistic linear model, mixed-
effect model and ordinal response multilevel regression. The main differences 
among these models are the way they handle the scale of the dependent vari-
able (here, the student rating on teaching effectiveness) and the way they 
look at hierarchical structure embedded in the data. For instance, both the 
linear model at individual level and that at group level treat student rating as 
if it were on a continuous scale. Yet, the individual-level model ignores the 
hierarchical structure while the group-level model does not. On the other 
hand, when the logistic linear model and the ordinal response multilevel 
regression both take the ordinal nature of the dependent data into consid-
eration, the former overlooks the clustering structure and the latter does not. 
After the data is fitted onto the models, our focus switches to three sets 
of rank orders. The first set is based on the predicted performance scores. 
Another set depends on the magnitudes of indicators that are embedded as 
regressors in the model and the last one relies on the model residuals, which 
reflect the discrepancies between the estimated and the original scores that 
belong to each instructor. 
3.1 Linear Regression at Individual Level 
Let V be an individual-level outcome and X be a group-level predictor or 
instructor indicator. Given n groups of samples within each of which is 
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composed of m; [i = l ’ . . .，n) individuals, yij {j = 1 , . . . ,m„) represents 
the dependent value for individual j in group i and Xki{k = 1，...，p) repre-
sents the /c认 known covariate for group i. The Y17=i 饥 i samples under the 
individual-level analysis are treated as if they were independent. 
The classical linear model relating the dependent variable Y to some 
predictors X can be expressed as: 
Y = X 0 + e (3.1) 
where 
y = [ Y l l ’ . . • ’ [ 1 7 7 1 1 ， - - -乂 1 ，…•， ' 
_ 1 Xii … X p i ‘ 
• • • 
• • • 
1 xn … X p i 
-A = ； I • 
1 工 In . . • X-pji 
_ 1 工In • . . ^pn -
p = [A)，A’...，/y' 
e — [ • • • , flmi, • • • , • • • , W„]‘ 
In this way, Y is a vector containing student rating. Each row of X repre-
sents the data belonging to student j in class i. (3 characterizes the vector of 
regression coefficients the model intends to estimate. Each of the elements in 
P is connected with a known covariate x. The e term denotes variation which 
is not accounted for by the model. Once the (3 estimates are generated, a 
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predicted response score y = xP can then be obtained. 
Based on the prescribed model (3.1), one may look at student rating on 
teaching performance from a new perspective, in addition to some basic sta-
tistics as shown in Table 2.1. 
Indicator approach 
Including a number of instructor indicators into the model may seem to be a 
feasible approach to speculate the relative teaching performance of an instruc-
tor compared with his/her colleagues. In our case where eleven instructors 
are involved, the data appends ten indicators to the regression model, treat-
ing the eleventh instructor as the baseline. These indicators are coded into 
zero or one: 
_ f 1 for class i taught by instructor 力(亡二 1,..•，gr—1) 
I 0 for class i not taught by instructor t 
After model fitting, the ten terms in the vector of regression coefficients 
, • • • ,/?io) now become the coefficients of indicators Xki {k = 1, •. •, 10) 
for Instructor 1 to 10, respectively. The ordinary least square estimate of (3 
equals to 
P = (x'x)~'x'y 
which is also the best linear unbiased estimator for (5, resulting that ^ has 
the attribute of 
= P 
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Its standard error, depending on the value of standard deviation and the 
inverse of sum of square, can be written as 
se(/3) = 
The limits of a 100(l-a)% confidence interval for an indicator coefficient (5 
become 
P 土 Zl-a/2 . SE0) 
According to the magnitudes of these j3,s, instructors can be ranked and 
compared with their original rankings. 
Residual approach 
In addition to focusing on the coefficient of indicators, one may also apply 
the residual approach to examine how the estimated teaching performance 
score of an instructor derived from the model deviates from his/her actual 
score. Here, the e term in the model becomes the center of attention as it 
accounts for measurement errors and effects of other variables not explic-
itly contemplated by the model. Under the assumption that e is a random 
disturbance term with a set of concomitant properties, 
E(6) = 0 and E(ee') = ctqI 
The fitted value from the model is equal to the linear function of X p . The 
deviation between the observed outcome Y and the fitted value can then be 
expressed as: 
e = y — x^ 
Its formal name is residual whose expected value and variance are 
E(e) = 0 
cov(e) = o"2(I - x{x'x)~^x') 
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respectively. 
In this individual-level model, there are EJLi rn, residuals generated. In-
stead of studying the magnitude of each residual, the writer intends to exam-
ine these residuals in groups. To obtain a summative residual of a particular 
instructor, it requires separating and averaging residuals that belong to stu-
dents in his/her classes. That is, the mean residual of instructor t can be 
computed by 
7 Etct E j= i ^ij 
tiCt — — 
Uct ’叫 
Its respective standard error is 
\jTnCt 饥I 
and its set of confidence intervals is simply adding or subtracting a factor of 
the standard error from the mean residual 
？ 土 • sm^t) 
Provided with the newly calculated mean residuals, instructors can be ranked. 
Their rankings can then be compared with those obtained in the indicator 
approach and those in the original data. 
Result 
This section presents results obtained by the linear regression model which 
considers response variable at the individual level. Table 3.1 displays the 
instructor rank order based on the magnitudes of indicator coe伍dents and 
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on the values of residuals, along with the original ranks. Most ranks fall 
within two places from the original one, except for Instructor 10 whose place 
falls from 4 in the original order to 9 in the indicator order. One of the rea-
sons that may explain the phenomena happened to instructor 10 is his/her 
number of students taught, which is the largest in the entire department and 
may introduce a larger extend of variation. 
In general, the newly computed rank orders based on these indicator and 
residual estimates are highly correlated with the original rank. The Spear-
man correlation coefficient between the original rank and the rank according 
to the indicator coefficient estimate is 0.74, and the correlation between the 
original one and the rank based on the residuals is even higher (0.9). Yet, 
the rank order based on the indicator approach and that on the residual 
approach only moderately relate to each other because their corresponding 
correlation is 0.56. 
To visualize the accuracy of these indicator and residual estimates, Figure 
3.1 displays a set of caterpillar plots (see Goldstein (1997) for application). 
Each bar represents the 95% confidence interval of its corresponding esti-
mate. Either the indicator estimates as shown in the upper plot or the 
residual estimates as shown in the lower plot is able to clearly differentiate 
the well-performing instructors from the less capable ones since the bars at 
the left most and those at the right most in the plot do not overlap at all. 
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Table 3.1: Coefficient & residual estimates of indivzdual-level model 
Indicator approach Residual approach 
Indicator 
Instructor Original Original coefficient Indicator Residual Residual 
score ranking (std error) ranking (std error) ranking 
1 3.66 11 -1.43 (0.26) 8 -0.47 (0.13) 11 
2 4.93 1 0.38 (0.23) 2 0.41 (0.08) 1 
3 3.91 9 -0.71 (0.24) 7 -0.20 (0.08) 8 
4 4.31 6 -0.09 (0.28) 4 0.15 (0.07) 5 
5 4.78 2 0.50 (0.20) 1 0.26 (0.05) 3 
6 4.09 8 -1.92 (0.32) 10 -0.15 (0.07) 7 
7 4.29 7 -0.26 (0.24) 6 0.07 (0.10) 6 
8 3.81 10 -2.18 (0.33) 11 -0.30 (0.11) 10 
9 4.49 3 -0.13 (0.27) 5 0.37 (0.11) 2 
10 4.48 4 -1.58 (0.33) 9 0.17 (0.07) 4 
11 4.38 5 0 3 -0.29 (0.17) 9 
correlation with original rank 0.74 • 90 
correlation between indicator & residual ranks o.56 
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Figure 3.1: Estimates of Linear Model at Individual level 
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3.2 Linear Regression at Group Level 
Having realized that members of a group possess of similarity among each 
other and in turn form a homogeneous environment, researchers started criti-
cizing the claim for considering individuals within a group being independent 
to each other and the use of linear regression model at individual level. It 
resulted that they mulled over averaging the group value oi Y as the depen-
dent variable. 
By averaging the student ratings given by m, individuals within class, the 
group value of 7for class z (i = 1, - • • ,n) can be acquired and equivalent to 
•nii 
— 乙 y ^  j 
y.i.-
rui 
This average now becomes the outcome of interest. Perceiving the data 
{Vi-^^ii, •. •, Xpi) as if they were independent, the aggregate- or group-level 
model expresses its formula in tandem with the one used at the individual 
level (3.1), with the exception that a matrix G is pre-miiltiplied to the co-
variate matrix X and the response matrix Y to construct the appropriate 
data structure: 
W = Zp + Q (3.2) 
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with 
W = GY 
= .切1，拟2 , • • • , U)n 1' 
Z = GX 
‘ 1 … Z p i 
1 Zi2 . . • Zp2 
• • . 
_ 1 工In • . • 工pn _ 
P = [ A)，PI，…，PP]' 
C = [ Cl，C2, • • • , Cn 1' 
Here, C is a n x 1 vector of random error with E{() and = cr^. To 
obtain the group-level averages for every unit, a matrix G is pre-multiplied 
to the vector Y and the matrix X, where 
- D i 0 ••• 0 ‘ 
0 L>2 • • • 0 
G = 
• . 
• » • . 
_ 0 0 - . . A 、 
Di = [l/rrii, • • •，l/rui 
The aggregate-level analysis pares the number of cases down to n, which is 
the number of groups (classes) in the dataset. 
Indicator approach 
Similar to the practice carried out in linear model at the individual level, 
1 = 10 dummy (0 or 1) variables acting as indicators for the ten instructors 
2 2 
are injected to the aggregate-level model. The indicators are corresponding 
to the first 10 : of the matrix Z and can be coded as follows: 
z.〔t ^ 1 1 for class i taught by instructor 亡 ( 亡 = 1 , . •.，10) 
( t \ 0 for class i not taught by instructor t 
The ten terms (pi, • • • ,/9io) in the vector of unknown regression coefficients 
associate with the indicators x^i (/c = I,---, 10). The magnitudes of these p,s 
help us rank instructors and the resulting rank order can be weighed against 
the original one. 
Residual approach 
Once again, one may make use of the model residual of each instructor to 
investigate the difference between his estimated and actual scores. Similar to 
the features of e in the individual-level model, C in the group-level analysis 
also attracts attention. 
Subtracting the linear function of ZP from the observed dependent value W 
results in residuals of this form: 
( = w- zp 
One may convert 0 (i = to residual estimate for a particular in-
structor t by selecting residuals that are belonging to classes taught by this 
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^ict = the number of classes under the supervision of teacher t 
Based on these mean residual estimates, one may rank the instructors' per-
formance and compare this finding with the previous ones. 
Result 
As shown in Table 3.2, the original order can be fully reflected by the placing 
generated by the residual estimates in the residual approach. Their tight 
association is verified by the Spearman correlation of 0.96. Most rank dif-
ferences between the original rank and the residual ranking fall within two 
places. In particular, Instructors 1, 2 and 3 are even able to remain their 
placings in both ordering approaches. 
The results of Table 3.1 and Table 3.2 substantiate the proposition that 
standard errors of the indicator coefficients estimated at the aggregate level 
are larger than those estimated at the individual level. The standard errors 
shown in the individual-level model (Table 3.1) are relatively small, ranging 
from 0.2 to 0.33 only. On the other hand, the standard errors in the group-
level model (Table 3.2)，at least double those in Table 3.2, spread from 0.46 
to 0.9. 
Based on the caterpillar plots in Figure 3.2’ one may visualize how the in-
dicatoi" estimates and residual estimates of instructors differ from each other. 
The numbers of overlapping bars are none for indicator estimates (in the up-
per plot) and two for residual estimates (in the lower plot). It implies that 
unlike the individual-level approach, the aggregate-level approach tends not 
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to differentiate instructors from each other so obviously. The rank order ac-
cording to the indicator estimates is again moderately correlated with that 
to the residual estimates (0.68). 
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Table 3.2: Coefficient & residual estimates of group-level model 
Indicator approach Residual approach 
Indicator 
Instructor Original Original coefficient Indicator Residual Residual 
score ranking (std error) ranking (std error) ranking 
1 3.66 11 -1.34 (0.56) 8 -0.50 (0.23) 11 
2 4.93 1 0.42 (0.50) 2 0.50 (0.09) 1 
3 3.91 9 -0.72 (0.54) 7 -0.20 (0.25) 9 
4 4.31 6 0.07 (0.67) 3 0.13 (0:12) 5 
5 4.78 2 0.47 (0.46) 1 0.32 (0.04) 3 
6 4.09 8 -1.87 (0.82) 10 -0.18 (0.27) 8 
7 4.29 7 -0.18 (0.51) 6 0.08 (0.08) 6 
8 3.81 10 -2.16 (0.89) 11 -0.24 (0.31) 10 
9 4.49 3 -0.03 (0.64) 5 0.36 (0.38) 2 
10 4.48 4 -1.66 (0.90) 9 0.20 (0.23) 4 
11 4.38 5 0 4 -0.17 (0.51) 7 
correlation with original rank 0.73 0.96 
correlation with indicator & residual ranks o.68 
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Figure 3.2: Estimates of Linear Model at Group level 
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3.3 Polytomous Logistic Model 
Our dependent variable, student rating, stretches across over a set of qual-
itative values from 1 to 6. Even though it is numbered, each number is 
simply a category label. For instance, numbers 1 - 3 reflect that a student 
dissatisfies with teacher's overall performance of which '1' bears the degree 
of strong dissatisfaction whereas '3' proposes slight dissatisfaction. On the 
contrary, numbers 4-6 represent a student being satisfied with teacher's per-
formance, similarly, of which '6' is equated to strong satisfaction whereas 
'4，corresponds to slight satisfaction. Yet, the difference of two successive 
numbers (e.g., 2 and 3) does not necessarily equal to the difference of two 
other successive pairs (e.g., 3 and 4). Therefore, rather than speculating our 
dependent variable on a continuous scale, the writer now views the depen-
dent variable Fas a set of categorical terms with r responses (r = 1’ •. • ’ s). 
As the response data is ordinal, the model function that involves in model-
ing is cumulative logits, which can be obtained by performing ordered logistic 
regression using the proportional odds model (Maura et al, 1995). The lo-
gistic model here taps into the cumulative probability of student rating Y 
assigned by student j being numbered as less than or equal to index r 
冗r = Pr (y；- < r\X) r^ = l’--，s 
r 
= E P r 
i=l 
The restriction that the cumulative probability must add up to one when 
r = s (that is, tt^  = 1) suggests the existence of only s — 1 unique cumulative 
probabilities or their corresponding functions. 
To relate tt to the usual known covariates Vi, . . . , Vp, the cumulative 
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probability can be expressed as a function of the covariate 14 (/c = 1，. •. ’p) 
TTr = F{-ir + V ijj) r = l ’ . . - ， S 
Here, K is a matrix similar to X used in individual-level regression model 
(3.1), except that V does not comprise a vector of ones .功 is a vector of 
slope parameter corresponding to each item in V. Each of the (s — 1) 7” pa-
rameters associates with a dependent variable category but the last. It can 
be viewed as a cutpoint or threshold. Because of the cumulative native of the 
probability, tt^ > tiv-i’ the conditional probability of the ordered outcomes 
can be converted to 
‘巧71 + “ ) r = 1 
= r\Xk) = F{ j r + V'i；) — + l < r < 5 - l 
.1 - F(7“ + V>) r 二 s 
(3.3) 
Based on this criterion, the predicted probabilities of each response category 
can be derived (Powers & Xie, 1999). 
Using the multivariate logistic distribution, in which the link function 
follows a cumulative logistic distribution, the tt^ can be re-written as 
TTr = Pr(y, < = exp(7r + 殘 (3 4、 
More specifically, it is the cumulative probability of the ordered logit model. 
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Indicator approach 
Again, our covariate matrix V reserves its first ten columns to incorporate 
g-1 二 10 dummy variables for instructor indicators. The first ten v element 
in a row of A" is as follows: 
^^^ 二 <[ 1 for class i taught by instructor t (力=i’...，？—1) 
‘ 0 for class i not taught by instructor t 
The first ten elements (也，•..，••) in the vector of slope parameters are 
respectively related to the indicators v,, (k = 1,---,10). The limits for a 
100(l-a)% confidence intervals for these logistic regression coefficient are of 
the form (Hosmer k Lemeshow, 1989): 
必ki 士 2；1_…X 
It is also named as 'profile likelihood confidence limits' (SAS Institute Inc., 
1995). Based on the values of these 功，s, instructors' lecturing performance 
can be ranked. 
Residual approach 
Instead of directly drilling on teacher's actual performance score, the logistic 
model estimates the chances of each response score a teacher is likely to 
acquire. By using the criterion shown in (3.3), we may obtain six predicted 
probabilities, = r) (r = 1，...，s) for each student ；. Multiplying each 
estimated probability by its corresponding response score and summing up 
all the products yield an estimation of teacher's actual performance score： 
S 
i! = S. P r (釣= s ) 
r=\ 
3 0 
Subtracting y from the observed dependent value y, which shows the discrep-
ancy between instructor's estimated and actual scores, eventuates in residuals 
Q = y-y 
Its counterparts in linear regression are e at the individual level and ( at the 
aggregate level. Again, by averaging these g in terms of instructor t, 
TnCt 爪i 
we may derive residual estimates for all instructors, based on which the rank-
ing of instructors can be obtained. 
Result 
One caveat must be mentioned regarding the magnitude of the regressor co-
efficierit the greater the value of 功 the smaller the dependent variable. 
Because of the logarithmic function involved in the logistic model computes, 
the value of is inversely influencing the estimation of student rating Y • In 
spite of the unusual interpretation, the instructor placing according to the 
predicted score produced by the indicator approach synchronizes well with 
the original rank whose correlation coefficient as shown in Table 3.3 is 0.76. 
Most discrepancies between the computed rank order and the original one are 
not more than 3 places, except for Instructor 10. The ranking based on the 
residual approach reflects the instructor rank order better. Their correlation 
is 0.88. Even though both the indicator ranking and the residual ranking do 
satisfactorily go in line with the original ranking, their own relationship is 
fairly weak with the correlation of only 0.63. 
31 
Figure 3.3 shows that the indicator estimates and the residual estimates 
generated by the logistic model differentiate the eleven instructors extern-
sively from each other since the confidence interval bars plotted in the figure 
do not overlap too much with each other. 
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Table 3.3: Coefficient & residual estimates of logistic model 
Imiicatoi. approach Residual approach 
Indicator 
Instructor Original Original coefficient Indicator Residual Residual 
score ranking (std error) ranking (std error) ranking 
1 3.66 11 2.27 (0.47) 8 -0.47 (0.13) 11 
2 4.93 1 -0.98 (0.43) 2 0.43 (0.08) 1 
3 3.91 9 1.05 (0.44) 7 -0.19 (0.09) 8 
4 4.31 6 0.13 (0.52) .5 0.17 (0.07) 4 
5 4.78 2 -1.11 (0.38) 1 0.24 (0.05) 3 
6 4.09 8 3.19 (0.59) 10 -0.11 (0.07) 7 
7 4.29 7 0.33 (0.44) 6 0.06 (0.10) 6 
8 3.81 10 3.60 (0.62) 11 -0.33 (0.11) 10 
9 4.49 3 0.05 (0.51) 4 0.37 (0.12) 2 
10 4.48 4 2.52 (0.62) 9 0.14 (0.07) 5 
11 4.38 5 0 3 -0.30 (0.17) 9 
correlation with original rank 0.76 0 gg 
correlation with indicator & residual ranks • 33 
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3.4 Mixed Effect Model 
To incorporate the clustering structure of our data, as well as to explain part 
of the variability among classes, this section introduces a mixed effect model, 
where the fixed effects associate with the impact of the t instructors and the 
random effects originates from differentiation among classes that belong to 
the t different teachers. More precisely, the proposed model in this section is 
called a two-level conditional hierarchical linear model (Littell et a/.’ 1996) 
since the sample points (here, student ratings on teaching performance) are 
nested within a class and the classes are headed by individual teachers, fixed 
effect，according to their expertise. For example, classes numbered as 5, 6, 
27, 36 and 38 are under the supervision of instructor 3. 
As presented in the previous models, the only dependent variable in the model 
here is student rating. This model takes out the overall mean term fi from the 
predicating covariate matrix V and explicitly expresses it as the first element 
in the equation. Further to the predictors that the linear regression model 
and the logistics model have considered, the hierarchical model includes an 
additional error term T] which is especially for classes nested under their 
corresponding instructors. The model can be expressed as 
Y = (3.5) 
where 
y = [ ytij: 
= r a t i n g of student j ( j 二 1,. • . , mi) in class i 
under the supervision of instructor 亡(t = 1，- • • ,mi) 
k = � I M . ‘ 
3 5 
=ove r a l l mean for students in classes taught by teacher t 
、 i i . . . t'pi -
• . 
^11 … V p i 
V = ： ： 
VLN . . • VPN 
.VLN • . • VPN _ 
W = [ 仍 ’ … ， 外 ] ' 
二 the regression coefficients corresponding to each predictor x 
Without a gross mean, the matrix 7 no longer contains a vector of ones as in 
the matrix X in individual-level model (3.1) or in the group-level model 
(3.2). What it includes is all the p predicting variables only. Similarly, the 
vector of regression coefficients if includes exactly p, instead of p+1, elements. 
The last two components 77 + m the model accommodate the random-effect 
part, where 
” = [ V i { t ) : 
= t h e effect of class i (z = 1, • • •, n) of teacher t 
^ = [ : 
= t h e effect of student j participating in class i 
under the teaching of instructor t 
Both ”明 and 5 follow normal distribution with mean zero and their variance 
are a; and al respectively. The subscript i{t) used for 77 denotes class i being 
taught by teacher t. 
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Indicator approach 
The indicator approach inserts ten dummy variables for the eleven instruc-
tors. The magnitudes of c^ i , . . . , (^lo representing the ten indicator coefficients 
allow us to rank these instructors again. The last instructor is again treated 
as the baseline for comparison. 
Residual approach 
Investigating the discrepancy between instructors' estimated scores based 
on the model and their actual score provides model validity. More impor-
tantly，for the purpose of this study, it assesses the ranking of instructor 
performance. Because of the involvement of two error terms 7/ and S in the 
hierarchical model, the cumulative residual turns out to be 
r] + S = y - jj,-x(p 
following normal distribution with mean zero and variance equal to the sum-
rnatiori of ct》and aj. The residual here can be interpreted as the difference 
between the observed scores and the fixed part prediction of the model. 
A function estimate in Proc Mixed of the SAS programming helps us to 
estimate the class average score automatically. Grouping the predicted class 
averages according to their corresponding instructors catches a glimpse of 




^ict = the number of classes taught by teacher^ 
3 7 
Based on the difference between the predicted cla^s average and the actual 
one, one may rank the instructors and compare the result with the one de-
rived from the indicator approach. 
Result 
The residual ranking in Table 3.4 sufficiently mirrors with the original rank 
order, with a high correlation of 0.9. Yet, the ranking according to the mdica-
tor coefficients only moderately relates to the originai one. Their correlation 
is only 0.43. Most rank orders of the indicator approach are off from the 
original ranking by 4 places. It is easily anticipated that the resulting corre-
lation between the indicator ranking and the residual ranking is fairly low. 
Their index lands at 0.16 only. 
Like the aggregate-level model in Section 3.2, the mixed-effect model just 
slightly differentiates the performance of the best instructors from the others. 
As shown in Figure 3.4’ only the confidence interval bars of instructors with 
the highest indicator/residual magnitudes tend to stand out slightly from the 
bars of the others. 
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Table 3.4: Coefficient & residual estimates of mixed-effect model 
Indicator approach Residual approach 
Indicator 
Instructor Original Original coefficient Indicator Residual Residual 
score ranking (std error) ranking (std error) ranking 
I 3.66 11 -2.31 (0.78) 5 -0.68 (0.30) l l 
\ 4.93 1 -1.46 (0.77) 4 0.80 (0.26) 1 
？ 3.91 9 -2.81 (0.77) 8 -0.43 (0.18) 9 
I 6 2.32 (0.84) 7 0.18 (0.15 5 
；: t ' l n 2 -1.44 (0.74) 2 0.48 (0.07) 3 
• ’ 3 8 -3.38 (0.85) 9 -0.64 (0.19) 10 
I t . ? 7 -1.45 (0.81) 3 -0.14 (0.22) 8 
I 〒.二 IQ -4.91 (0.82) 11 0.08 (0.30) 7 
‘ ？ -2.32 (1.13) 6 0.25 (0.01 4 
° 3.81 4 -4.64 (0.84) 10 0.54 (0.25) 2 
I I 4.49 5 0 1 0.15 (0.50) 6 
correlation with original rank 0.43 • gg 
correlation with indicator & residual ranks • 
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Figure 3.4: Estimates of Mixed-effect Model 
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3.5 Discrete Response Multilevel Model 
Endeavoring to simultaneously handle the ordinal nature of the response/ 
dependent variable and the multilevel structure of the data, the model pro-
posed in this section attempts to synthesize the features of logistic model as 
described in Section 3.3 and those of the mixed-effect model in Section 3.4. 
No longer treating the response data V as it were on a continuous scale, the 
discrete response multilevel model here, applying the similar approach as the 
logistic model does, also views K as a set of categorical items with r response 
(r = 1’ … ， s ) 
The response may be characterized as multivariate through a 6-element 
random vector of binary indicator variables 
扮 = [ < ) ] = ， . . . ， < ) ] (3.6) 
where 
liA) = { 1 if y = r 
幻 [ 0 otherwise 
With its joint distribution being multinomial, the expectation of the binary 
indicator variables turns out to be 
E{w 绍 ) = P r ( Y u j = r). 
Recall that the cumulative probability of student j having a dependent 
variable indexed as less than or equal to r is defined as follows in the logistic 
model: 
TTr = Pr (Ytij < T\X) r = 
= E Pr (y,,, = r|x) 
41 
with 兀5 = 1. 
In this way the cumulative response 
Y — r yW _ y(i) V⑷ /o -7\ 
I — ^tij 一 ^tij ’ … ’ Ytij (3.7) 
where 
^tij -乙 hij 
h=l 
whose expected value is merely the cumulative probability, that is, 
= nr. 
The values of tt, which directly influence the multinomial variation at the 
individual level again command our attention. The traditional approach 
that deals with expectations of binary variables, such as tt,, often uses a 
link function through which the scale of tt^  originally spreading from 0 to 
1 is now transformed to a real line. As usual, the link function will take 
in some known covariates available in the data. Further, in order to take 
hierarchical structure into concurrent consideration, the link function here 
will synchronize the fixed explanatory variables with higher-level random 
effects. The cumulative probability now becomes 
TTr = F(没厂 + VV + c,-) 
or alternatively, 
F - 1 ⑷ 二 没 r + V V + c^  
Here, F—1(.) is a link function. V contains the known covariates found in the 
data. Without any fixed intercept variable in V，each 0,-term consorts with 
a response category r (r = 1’...，s — 1). Because of the constrain tt^  = 1, 
4 2 
only s — 1 thresholds are necessary. Similar to 0 used in the individual-level 
model, is a vector of regression coefficients. And represents a random 
class effect which explains for the level-2 variation and, eventually, whose 
variance captures school heterogeneity. Resembling with the rule suggested 
in (3.3)，the conditional probability of the ordered outcomes can be easily 
converted from the cumulative probability tt— 
f Tfr r = 1 
= = < Tfr - Tfr-l l < r < S - l ( 3 . 8 ) 
、1 一 TTR R 二 S 
Given that our link function F(-) is expressed in the standard logistics 
distribution, 
F ⑷ = “ 、-
1 + e x p ( i ) 
and 
F-i(,g) = l。git ⑷ = 
1 一 g 
lay out the rudiment of the logit model. With tt, replacing g, the model now 
becomes (Yang, 1997) 
TT⑷ 
—沉 tij 
The cu腿 lative probability in the multilevel model turns out to be (Goldstein 
et al., 2000; Gibbons & Hedeker, 1994) 
(r) 一 1 
4 3 
Indicator approach 
Ten instructor indicators defined as fixed variables are included in V. The 
first ten parameters Vku (/c = 1，•. •，10) can be expressed as follows: 
_ J 1 for class i taught by instructor t [t = 1, • • • ^  q - I) 
叫h I 0 for class i not taught by instructor t 
The ten elements ((/？丄’...’ ipio) in the vector of regressor coefficients are cor-
responding to these indicators i)kti- Instructors can eventually be ranked 
according to the magnitudes of (/c = 1 ’ . . . , 10). This approach can be 
interpreted as assessing instructors' impact from a fixed-effect assumption; 
whereas the succeeding method focuses on the random effect. 
Residual approach 
Investigating the difference between the predicted score and the actual score 
of each instructor is again of interest. Like the logistic model, the multi-
level model here also produces a set of cumulative probabilities tt⑷ (r = 
1 , … ’ <s - 1) for each observation. The conversion from cumulative prob-
ability to conditional probability as suggested in (3.6) allows us to obtain 
six predicted probabilities, Fi{YHj = r) where r = l，...，s, for each stu-
dent. Summing up all the products of the estimated probability with its 
corresponding response score yield an estimation of instructor's rating: 
s 
5 = E P r ( 灼 = s ) 
r=l 
The discrepancy between y from the observed value y turns out to be the 
residuals 
4 4 




riict = the number of classes taught by teacher t 
It is worth noting that, unlike the models in the first three sections whose 
error terms are defined at the individual level, the proposed model here in-
corporates only the level-2 variation into formulation, which is expressed as 
Thus, during model development, only 43 predicted probabilities are es-
timated. As usual, the ranking of instructors can be obtained according to 
these residual estimates. 
Program 
The statistical package used for fitting the multilevel model into the data 
here is MLwiN. Unlike SAS, MLwiN requires us to re-arrange the data into 
the correct multivariate structure before analysis. 
Student rating on teaching performance is abbreviated as perform in our 
data set. The MLwiN macro program durum at first creates 6 dummy vari-
ables, each of which corresponds to the distinct integer codes in the response 
variable perform. These 6 variables are the elements of w in (3.6). 
The command vect transposes these ws and stack them according to stu-
dent number, resulting that it produces a new variable, named as resp, whose 
length is 6 times the number of students. In particular, the first 6 values of 
resp belong to the first student that is followed by another 6 values of the 
4 5 
Table 3.1: MLwiN macro com.m.n.nd.^  
dumm 'perform' c45-c50 
name c45 'perform 1' c46 'perforin2' c47，perform：]， 
name c48 'perforrn4' c49 'perforrnS' c50 'perform6' 
vect 6 c45-c50 c43 c44 
name c43 'resp' c44 'index' 
repe 6 cl-c42 cl-c42 
dumm 'index' c45-c50 
Mlcu 'student' ’resp，c51 
name c51 'cumii' 
omit 6 'index' cl-c51 'index' cl-c51 
put 7255 1 c52 
calc c53=c52 
calc c54=c53 
name c52 'cons' c53 'denoiri' c54 'rrivax' 
iden 3 'classic!' 2 'student' 1 'index' 
resp 'ciimu' 
expl 1 'perforrnl' 'perforin2' 'perforiri3' 'perform4' 'perform5' 'cons' 'mvar' 
expl 1 'size' 'ge' 'required' 't830' 't930' 'tll30' 'tl430' 
expl 1 'yearl'，year2’ 'year3' 'inststat' 'respond' 
fpar 0 'cons' 'mvar' 
setv 3 'cons' 
setv 1 'mvar' 
link 'mvar' g9 
set blO 1 
set b l l 1 
set bl2 0 
set bl3 0 
set bl4 0 





second student, and so on. index, also of length 6 times the number of stu-
dents，holds the replicates of a series (1 2 3 4 5 6). To make the rest of 
variates parallel with the action of vect, the command repe repeats each row 
of observations 6 times. 
Further, Mlcu standing for 'multilevel cumulate' constructs a cumulative 
response F ⑷ in (3.7) that resembles with the vector of cumulative probabil-
ities as considered in multinomial distribution. Based on the student code, 
the command identifies batches in the variable resp. In this case, every 6 
rows of observation form a batch in which Mlcu performs a cumulative sum 
function. Since the integer codes in the response variable are arranged in 
order，one of them can be selected as the base category, here r = 6，and 
omitted this group exclusively from the worksheet by the command omit. 
Now 5 contrasts exit in the model, namely r = 1 vs. r = 6，r = 2 vs. r = 6， 
and so on. 
Columns 52, 53 and 54 are reserved for a vector of all ones, values in the 
denominator, and level-1 variance, respectively. It should be noted that level-
1 here simply represents the variation in response index while level-2 in MlwiN 
is the real level-1, that is, student level in our illustration. The MlwiN macw 
program mulUcat then carries out the first order marginal quasi-likelihood 
procedure to procedure the model estimates (Goldstein et al, 2000). 
The program produces parameter estimates, accompanied by their corre-
spondmg standard errors, of both fixed-effect and random-effect variables. 
4 7 
Result 
In interpreting the values the indicator coefficient, similar to the situation in 
logistic model, one should bear in mind that the magnitudes of these coeffi-
cients ip are inversely proportional to the values of the estimated instructors' 
rating. For example, Instructor 8 with the largest indicator coefficient in Ta-
ble 3.5 is placed in the lowest standing when being ranked among teaching 
staff. Most indicator rank orders go in line with their corresponding original 
rankings, except for Instructor 10 whose place based the original data and 
that on indicators differ by 5 places. The happening to Instructor 10 here is 
consistent with the findings of the previous models. 
Because of the balance between the indicator and the residual approaches, 
the correlation of the rank order based on the indicator estimates and the 
original rank (0.77) is close to the correlation of the order on the residual 
estimates and the original rank (0.73), as shown m Table 3.5. Similar to 
the finding in the mixed model, the association between the indicator rank 
order and the residual rank order is fairly weak. Their coefficient is only 0.48. 
Figure 3.5 allows the readers to speculate clearly how the multilevel model 
differentiates the performance of instructors as prescribed by the model esti-
rnates of indicators and residuals. The residual estimates do not distinguish 
the more capable from the less capable instructors because all their interval 
bars plotted in the lower part of the figure overlap with each other. In other 
words，student rating of an instructor does not differ extensively from his 
colleagues based on the multilevel model. 
4 8 
Table 3.5: Coefficient & residual estimates of multilevel model 
Indicator approach Residual approach 
Indicator 
Instructor Original Original coefficient Indicator Residual Residual 
score ranking (std error) ranking (stcl error) ranking 
1 3.66 11 2.16 (0.78) 8 -0.65 (0.63) 11 
2 4.93 1 -1.00 (0.71) 2 0.73 (0.29) 1 
3 3.91 9 1.11 (0.75) 7 0.25 (0.78) 8 
4 4.31 6 -0.04 (0.91) 4 0.12 (0.34) 10 
5 4.78 2 -1.08 (0.64) 1 0.49 (0.18) 2 
6 4.09 8 3.12 (1.08) 10 0.31 (0.78) 6 
7 4.29 7 0.22 (0.74) 6 0.12 (0.29) 9 
8 3.81 10 3.60 (1.16) 11 0.32 (1.08) 5 
9 4.49 3 -0.07 (0.88) 3 0.47 (1.85) 3 
10 4.48 4 2.60 (1.17) 9 0.29 (0.87) 7 
11 4.38 5 0 5 0.37 (1.12) 4 
correlation with original rank 0.77 0.73 
correlation with indicator & residual ranks 0.48 
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As teaching effectiveness of instructors in tertiary institutes has received 
much attention, this study attempts to place eleven instructors, who teach 
in the same department, in an order according to three approaches. 
The first strategy to obtain instructor ranking is based on their averages 
of student ratings. It is described as a 'raw' score approach. This method is 
easy and ready to use; yet, its accuracy is often questioned. 
In response to the drawback of raw score approach, the second strat-
egy that has been discussed in this study is the indicator approach, through 
which the eleventh instructor is treated as the baseline for contrast and ten 
dummy variables are used to represent the first ten instructors. This ap-
proach is slightly complicated since it involves with regression modeling and 
estimation of regressor coefficients (magnitudes of indicators). Many extra 
parameters are injected into the model. In interpreting the coefficients of 
indicators, one should pay attention to the kind of models used. Sometimes 
a large coefficient generated by a model is related to good teaching per-
formance but under another model, the large coefficient may be unusually 
corresponding to the poor performance. The logistic model is the case. Also, 
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the instructor ranking depends heavily on the choice of modeling approach 
since various models produce somewhat different indicator estimates. 
The last technique used to arrange instructor ranking is the residual ap-
proach. This scheme may be characterized as a combination of the 'raw' 
score approach with the indicator approach where modeling is required. Af-
ter model fitting, some subtractions of the raw performance score 'from the 
model prediction score need to be carried out in order to obtain the residual 
estimates and, in turn, the rank order of instructors. 
In terms of indicator estimates, the original rank order is most replicated 
by the indicator estimate from the multilevel model, followed by that from 
the logistic model. In Table 4.1，the correlation of the original rank and the 
indicator estimate of the multilevel model is 0.77 whereas that of the original 
rank and the indicator estimate of the logistic model is 0.74. The common 
feature between the logistic model and the multilevel model is their consid-
eration of the ordinality in the response data. 
In terms of residual estimates, the original rank order and the order ob-
tained by the linear model at group level are the pair with the highest corre-
lation (0.96). The main feature of the aggregate-level model is the embedded 
data manipulation in its analysis. This reminds the readers the importance 
of carefully handling the hierarchical structure in data. 
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Although the study did not explicitly choose or label any model as the 
most suitable one for the course evaluation data, it should be noted that the 
ordinal nature of variables and the existence of hierarchical structure in the 
data set should not be ignored. 
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Table 4.1: Correlation among rank orders of indicator estimates 
Original Linear Linear Logistic Mixed- Multilevel  
(individual) (group) effect 
Original 1 0.736 0.727 0.764 0.427 0.773 
0.600 0.564 0.636 0.309 0.636 
Linear 1 0.991 0.991 0.818 0.964 
(individual) 0.964 0.964 0.636 0.891 
Linear 1 0.973 0.764 0.973 
(group) 0.927 0.600 0.927 
Logistic 1 0.827 0.973 
0.673 0.927 
Mixed- 1 0.727 
effect 0.600 
Multilevel 1 
Rowl = Spearman; Row2 = Kendall Tau 
Table 4.2: Correlation among rank orders of residual estimates 
Original Linear Linear Logistic Mixed- Multilevel 
(individual) (group) effect  
Original 1 0.900 0.964 0.882 0.900 0.727 
0.818 0.891 0.782 0.745 0.564 
Linear 1 0.973 0.991 0.818 0.564 
(individual) 0.973 0.964 0.636 0.382 
Linear 1 0.964 0.882 0.618 
(group) 0.891 0.709 0.455 
Logistic 1 0.791 0.536 
0.600 0.345 
Mixed- 1 0.645 
effect 0.527 
Multilevel 1 
Rowl = Spearman; Row2 - Kendall Tau “ ‘ 
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Appendix 
I. SAS program 
/* = 二 = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 二 = = = = = = = 二 = = = = = = = = = = = = = * / 
/* MACRO: Rank the estimates */ 
/* = = 一 二 一 一 = = = 一 一 二 = = = 二 = 一 = 一 = */ 
%rriacro rankest(datal, data3, model); 
/* —- output the mean estimates to a new data set —- */ 
proc means da.ta=&;model; 
class instrii; 
var pred low up resid; 
output out=&datal 





if 一type_=l then output; 
run; 
/* —- rate the estimated performance scores - */ 
proc rank data=data2 out=&data3 descending； 
var p_&model; ranks rk_&model; 
run; 
%mend rankest; 
/* 二 一 一 一 = = = = = = = 一 一 二 二 … 一 二 … 二 */ 
/* LINEAR REGRESSION (INDIVIDUAL) */ 
/* = = = = = = = = = = 二 = = = = = = = = = = = 二 = = 二 * / 
/* Indicator approach */ 
proc reg data=statdata outest二linparm; 
model perform = instrul-instru7 instiTi9 mstmll-instrul2 size ge required 
c830 c930 C1130 cl430 yeaxl year2 year3 substant respond ； 
output out=linJ r=resid p^pred 195=:l()w u95=up； 
run; 
%rarikest(lin」l’ lin」3，lin」） 
/* Residual approach */ 
proc reg data=statdata; 
model perform = size ge required c830 c930 cll30 cl430 yearl year2 year3 
substant respond ； 
output oiit=lin_r r=resid p=pred 195=low ii95=up; 
run; 
%rankest(lin_rl, lin_r3, lin_r) 
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/ * = = 一 二 二 一 一 一 二 = = = = 一 = = = 一 * / 
/* LINEAR REGRESSION (AGGREGATE) */ 
/ * 一 一 = 一 = = = 一 = 二 = = 二 一 = … 一 一 = = * / 
/* construct aggregate level dataset */ 
proc means data=statdata; 
class instrii classic!; 
var instriil-instru? instruQ iristnill-instrul3 size ge required elective male 
c830 c930 cll30 cl430 cl730 term yearl year2 yearS substant respond perform; 
output out=classdat mean=; 
run; 
data classda2 (drop=_type_); 
set classdat; 
if _type_=:3 then output; 
run; 
/* Indicator approach */ 
proc reg data=classda2; 
model perform = instrul-instru? instruQ instnill-iristrul2 size ge required 
c830 c930 cll30 cl430 yearl year2 year3 substant respond; 
output out=aggJ p=:pred 195=low u95=up r=resid; 
run; 
%rankest(agg」l, agg」3, agg」) 
/* Residual approach */ 
proc reg data=classda2; 
model perform = size ge required 
c830 c930 cll30 cl430 yearl year2 yearS substant respond; 
output out=agg_r p=pred 195=low u95二up i-resid; 
run; 
%rankest(agg_rl, agg_r3, agg_r) 
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/* = 一 = = = = 一 — 一 = = = ™ = : = 一 = = = = = = = = 一 */ 
/* LOGISTIC REGRESSION */ 
/* = = = 二 … 一 一 = = — = = = = 二 ™ = = 二 二 = */ 
/* MACRO: cumulative to marginal probability */ 
%macro alevel(num); 
data perforni&num(rename=(prob=p&iiuni low二l&num up=u&rium)); 
set probs; 









/* Indicator approach */ 
proc logistic data=statdata outest^logpara; 
model perform = instrul-instru7 iristru9 instrull-instrul2 size ge required 
c830 c930 cll30 cl430 yearl year2 year3 substarit respond; 




merge performs perform4 performS perform2 perform 1; 
keep instru prob_6 prob_5 prob_4 prob_3 prob_2 prob.l low_6 low_5 low_4 

























%rankest(log_il, log」3’ log」） 
/* Residual approach */ 
proc logistic data=statdata outest^logpara; 
model perform = size ge required c830 c930 cll30 cl430 yearl year2 year3 
substant respond; 




merge perform5 perforrn4 perforriiS perform2 perform 1; 
keep instru prob_6 prob_5 prob_4 prob_3 prob_2 prob_l low_6 low_5 low_4 







low_6 二 1-15; 
low_5=15-14; 















%rankest(log_rl, log_r3, log_r) 
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/* = = = = = 二 = 一 = 一 = 一 一 = 一 一 = 一 一 = = 一 */ 
/ * M I X E D - E F F E C T M O D E L */ 
/* 一 ™ ™ 二 二 一 = = = = = = = 一 V 
/ * Indicator approach */ 
proc mixed data=statdata; 
class instru; 
model perform = instm size ge required c830 c930 cll30 cl430 yearl year2 
year3 substant respond / solution; 
random classic!(instrii) /solution; 
Ismeans instru; 
make Ismeans out=mix_i ; 
run; 




/ * Residual approach */ 
proc mixed data=statdata; 
class instni; 
model perform = size ge required c830 c930 cll30 cl430 yearl year2 yearS 
substant respond / solution； 
random classid(instru) /solution; 
estimate ’instrul，intercept 1 size 40 ge 1 year2 1 substant 1 respond 0.98 
I classid(instru) 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
estimate 'instrul' intercept 1 size 14 c830 1 c930 1 year3 1 substant 1 respond 0.58 
I classid(instru) 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
estimate，instml，intercept 1 size 28 ge 1 cl430 1 year2 1 substant 1 respond 0.68 
I classid(instru) 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
estimate 'instrul' intercept 1 size 44 cll30 1 yea,r2 1 substant 1 respond 0.5 
I classid(instru) 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
estimate 'instru2' intercept 1 size 78 required 1 c830 1 c930 1 yearl 1 
substant 1 respond 0.74 | classid(instru) 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
estimate，instru2’ intercept 1 size 14 yearS 1 substant 1 respond 0.64 
I classid(instrii) 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
estimate，instrii2’ intercept 1 size 28 cl l30 1 yearS 1 substant 1 respond 0 61 
I classid(instru) 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
estimate ’instru3，intercept 1 size 63 required 1 yearl 1 substant 1 respond 0.67 
I classid(instrii) 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
estimate 'instru3' intercept 1 size 50 required 1 c830 1 c930 1 year2 1 substant 1 
respond 0.48 | classid(instru) 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
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estimate 'instru3' intercept 1 size 62 cll30 1 year2 1 substaiit 1 respond 0.81 
I cla.ssid(instru) 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
estimate 'instru3' intercept 1 size 28 ge 1 cl430 1 year2 1 subst.ant 1 respond 0.86 
I classid(instm) 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
estimate 'instru3' intercept 1 size 58 required 1 cll30 1 year! 1 substant 1 
respond 0.72 | classid(instrii) 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
estimate 'instrii4' intercept 1 size 91 required 1 cll30 1 substant 1 respond 0.70 
I classid(instru) 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
estimate 'instru4' intercept 1 size 60 required 1 cll30 1 yearl 1 substant 1 
respond 0.55 | classid(instru) 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
estimate 'instru4' intercept 1 size 56 required 1 cll30 1 yearl 1 substant 1 
respond 0.66 | classid(instru) 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
estimate 'instru5' intercept 1 size 68 year3 1 substant 1 respond 0.88 
I classid(instru) 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
estimate 'instru5' intercept 1 size 63 cll30 1 year3 1 substant 1 respond 0.83 
i classid(instru) 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
estimate，instru5，intercept 1 size 62 cll30 1 yea.r3 1 substant 1 respond 0.73 
I classid(instru) 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
estimate 'iristru5' intercept 1 size 43 cll30 1 year3 1 substant 1 respond 0.72 
I classid(instru) 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
estimate 'instru6' intercept 1 size 62 c830 1 year2 1 substant 1 respond 0.60 
I classid(instm) 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0; 
estimate 'instrii6' intercept 1 size 65 cll30 1 year2 1 substant 1 respond 0.66 
I classid(instru) 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0; 
estimate 'instru6' intercept 1 size 95 required 1 c830 1 c930 1 year2 1 substant 1 
respond 0.59 | classid(instru) 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0; 
estimate 'instru6' intercept 1 size 63 cll30 1 year2 1 substant 1 respond 0.75 
I classid(instru) 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0; 
estimate 'instru7' intercept 1 size 16 required 1 yearl 1 substant 1 respond 0.75 
I classici(instru) 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0; 
estimate ’instm7’ intercept 1 size 10 cll30 1 year2 1 substant 1 respond 0.90 
I classid(instru) 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0; 
estimate ’instru7’ intercept 1 size 48 required 1 cll30 1 yearl 1 substant 1 
respond 0.80 | classid(instru) 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0; 
estimate，instru7’ intercept 1 size 72 cll30 1 year2 1 substant 1 respond 0 80 
I classid(instru) 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0; 
estimate，instru7’ intercept 1 size 16 cll30 1 year2 1 substant 1 respond 0 88 
I classid(instru) 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0; 
estimate，instru9，intercept 1 size 10 required 1 year2 1 substant 0 respond 1 00 
I classid(instru) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0; 
estimate 'instrii9' intercept 1 size 39 cll'sO 1 yearl 1 substant 0 respond 0.51 
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I classid(instrii) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0; 
estimate 'instru9' intercept 1 size 56 cll30 1 yearS 1 substant 0 respond 0.71 
I classid(instrii) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0; 
estimate 'instru9' intercept 1 size 103 required 1 c830 1 c930 1 yearl 1 substant 0 
respond 0.36 | classid(instru) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0; 
estimate 'iristru9' intercept 1 size 52 cll30 1 year2 1 substant 0 respond 0.67 
I classid(instru) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0; 
estimate 'iristrii9' intercept 1 size 37 required 1 c830 1 c930 1 substant 0 
respond 0.62 | cla,ssid(iristrii) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0; 
estimate 'instrull' intercept 1 size 71 cll30 1 year3 1 substant 1 respond 0.30 
I classid(instni) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0; 
estimate 'iristrull' intercept 1 size 63 cll30 1 year2 1 substant 1 respond 0.57 
I classid(instru) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0; 
estimate，instrul2，intercept 1 size 46 required 1 c830 1 c930 1 yearl 1 substant 0 
respond 0.89 
I dassid(instrii) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0; 
estimate 'instrul2' intercept 1 size 61 required 1 c830 1 c930 1 yearl 1 substant 0 
respond 0.69 | classid(instru) 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0; 
estimate，instml2, intercept 1 size 36 cll30 1 year2 l'substant 0 respond 0.56 
I classid(instm) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0; 
estimate 'instrul2' intercept 1 size 70 required 1 c830 1 c930 1 yearl 1 substant 0 
respond 0.53 | cla.ssid(iristru) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0; 
estimate，iristml2' intercept 1 size 59 cll30 1 year3 1 substant 0 respond 0.73 
I classid(iristm) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0; 
estimate 'instrul2' intercept 1 size 42 required 1 c830 1 c930 1 yearl 1 substant 0 
respond 0.62 | classid(iristru) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0; 
estimate 'mstrul3' intercept 1 size 12 year3 1 substant 1 respond 1.00 
I classid(instm) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1; 
estimate 'instriil3' intercept 1 size 25 cll30 1 year3 1 substant 1 respond 0.88 
I classid(instru) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1; 
make estimate out=mix_r; 
run; 
data mix_r (rename=(est=pred)); 
merge mix_rO classda2; 
low = est-(1.96*se); 
up = est+(1.96*se); 
resid = perform - est; 
run; 
%rankest(mix_rl, mix_r3, mix_r) 
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II. M L w i N output for indicator approach 
MLwiN output - fixed part  
Parameter Estimate Std Error Prev Estimate 
instml 2.158 0.783 Y l E l 
instru2 -1.003 0.710 -1.003 
instru3 1.110 0.748 1.110 
instru4 -0.037 0.909 -0.037 
instru5 -1.080 0.636 -1.084 
instruG 3.115 1.084 3.117 
instru? 0.216 0.742 0.216 
instruS 3.559 1.163 3.561 
instru9 -0.078 0.878 -0.076 
instmlO 2.595 1.170 2.598 
perform 1 -5.825 1.592 -5.827 
perform� -4.438 1.585 -4.440 
performs -3.267 1.583 -3.270 
perform4 -1.586 1.580 _1.589 
performs 1.051 1.581 1.055 
size 0.011 0.007 0.011 
ge -2.075 0.899 -2.078 
required -1.616 0.579 —1.619 
t830 -1.250 0.858 -1.280 
t930 0.684 0.865 0.685 
t l l 30 -0.225 0.404 —0 225 
tl430 2.115 0.871 2.US 
yearl -0.127 0.526 -0 127 
year2 -1.855 0.681 -1.858 
year3 -1.682 0.757 -1.685 
inststat 2.604 0.880 2 606 
卿 ond 0.435 1.033 0.435 
MLwiN output - random part 
Level Parameter (ncov) Estimate (Std Err) Prev Est Corr 
3 cons/cons { J ) 0.274 (0.0838) OYFI 1 
2 P* ( 7 ) I J ^ 1 
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